EPA Microplastic Workshop Fact Sheet
YOU CAN’T MANAGE WHAT YOU CAN’T MEASURE
Facts about Plastic Particle Pollution

What we know:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plastic production continues to increase annually. [1]
Plastic waste collection does not guarantee plastic waste recycling – and unlike glass and metals
there are severe limits to plastic recycling. [2-4]
Plastics of varying size are found in many aquatic habitats and in wildlife. [5-13]
Plastic ingestion and/or entanglement can be fatal to wildlife. [5-7]
Plastic waste in the environment sorbs pollutants and contaminants. [14-17]
Plastic products contain chemical additives. [18-20]
Plastic wastes are a potential source of chemical toxicity to humans and animals. [21,22]

What we don’t know (and need to learn):
•
•
•
•
•

Where and how much of the primary plastic waste escapes the post-consumer disposal chain?
Where are the areas of greatest accumulation of plastic (macro to micro) on land, and in our
oceans, rivers and lakes?
How much plastic is in the water columns of our oceans, in the sediment and on the sea floor?
Do plastic particles act as a carrier for chemicals/contaminants into organism tissue and organs?
How do we standardize analytical methodologies to provide consistent, repeatable and
representative environmental samples to best understand the risk due to exposure to
microplastics and associated toxicity?
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